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Adding pvc and pet to the Gurit structural foam offering.
Pushing the envelope in yacht design. Epoxy versus polyester.
Extending the position into mould-making. At ease with
spherical forms. Six sigma at Gurit.

Dear Reader,
Gurit has not only safeguarded its profitability in the difficult recession year 2009 but also made three strategically very important
acquisitions. This edition of shape looks at how these additions
change the strategic scope of our Group: Firstly, Gurit successfully
broadened its structural core materials offering to now include all
relevant core material categories for wind turbine blade manufacturing. Secondly, we expanded our position in the global wind energy industry by building a core competence in tooling through the
acquisition of Red Maple. With these two moves, we have clearly
strengthened our position especially vis-à-vis infusion technology
blade manufacturers – the main driver behind China’s dynamic
growth in the wind energy industry. Thirdly, Gurit decisively claims
a true leader position in the global marine market with the takeover of High Modulus. Please join me in welcoming all the new
colleagues who joined Gurit through these acquisitions.
Gurit has truly expanded its position within the global composite
industry. We will highlight all the new capabilities at jec in Paris
and look forward to meeting you there or at all the various other
trade shows coming up.
World-wide, 2009 was a very difficult year. Gurit also painfully felt
the impacts of the global recession. We continue, however, to focus
unabated on our strengths and capabilities and take pride in partnering successful customers building spectacular products. shape
was invited on a tour at Pilatus Aircraft in Switzerland to learn more
about the manufacture of smaller airplanes which are big in terms
of their performance and excellence. In no way less exciting is the
captivating story of the Panamax Ketch – the biggest sailing boat
ever built to still pass the Panama Channel. Excellence takes a lot
of different forms. While we all share the commitment to best
service our customers as a team, there are wonderful personal
aspects of excellence within the individuals who form the Gurit
community. As an example, one of our colleagues has just won a
prestigious award for the poetry he writes in his spare time. Congratulations! We invite you all, at the end of this edition of shape,
to enjoy the beauty of Ruben’s words in Spanish.
Yours sincerely
Rudolf Hadorn, ceo
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Corporate News

SP-High Modulus lab first to
seize IANZ accreditation
The New Zealand-based Technical Services laboratory of sp-High
Modulus has achieved laboratory accreditation by International
Accreditation New Zealand (ianz) following a recent assessment,
and is now the first and only technical services laboratory in
the country to be accredited for mechanical testing of composite
materials.

testing of hull sandwich laminates, ultimate bearing strength for
wind blades and sailing yacht masts, and stiffness of filament
wound industrial pipes,» Susan Lake added. As part of the assessment, it was successfully demonstrated that the laboratory’s technical equipment met the required international testing standards
and that all measurements are traceable to recognized New Zealand Standards.
Our equipment includes a 50 kN Instron universal testing machine,
a Vishay strain gauge controller, a linear voltage displacement
transducer, and extensometer. The laboratory uses a milling machine with diamond tip cutter for manufacturing specimens from
customer panels. The coveted accreditation demonstrates the
laboratory’s technical competence and provides further evidence
to sp-High Modulus’ customers of the quality of the company’s
testing standards.
To maintain the standard and accreditation, sp-High Modulus will
be undertaking regular internal and documented audits which will
be made available for review by ianz. Our lab will also participate
in inter-laboratory testing programs and have an annual assessment by an ianz Accreditation Assessor.

«Recognition by ianz is a fantastic achievement for the team and
demonstrates that the now combined sp-High Modulus Technical
Services team is dedicated to providing the very best services in
testing advanced composite materials,» says Susan Lake, Head of
Technical Services at sp-High Modulus.
International Accreditation New Zealand, the local authority for the
accreditation of testing and calibration laboratories in New Zealand promoting the development and maintenance of good practice in testing and inspection, has awarded the technical services
lab of sp-High Modulus with the first and so far only accreditation
of such a lab in New Zealand. «Our lab was assessed to the iso
standard 17025 : 2005, and found to be competent in the field of
mechanical testing for applications including strength and stiffness

Das technische Labor von sp-High Modulus wurde als erstes von
International Accreditation New Zealand ausgezeichnet. Im Januar traf
sich das Gurit Management in Interlaken in der Schweiz für zwei Tage.
Nach der Überarbeitung der Sicherheitspläne wurden bei Gurit (Spanien)
alle Mitarbeitenden auf alle Eventualitäten vorbereitet.
SP-高模的技术实验室是第一个获得新西兰国际鉴定机构认可的实
验室。一月份，固瑞特管理团队在瑞士因特拉肯召开了为期两天
的会议。在更新紧急预案后，固瑞特（西班牙）准备好让所有员
工随时应对各种突发事件。
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Gurit Annual
Management Meeting
The larger management team of Gurit and the Board of Directors
met in late January for the two-day Annual Management Meeting
2010. Bringing together some 70 Gurit managers from all over the
world, the meeting was an excellent platform to share key information and insights with the full management team. Gurit’s newly
acquired businesses – China Techno Foam, High Modulus and Red
Maple – were prominently featured at the event as were the strategic thrusts in our target markets based on the expanded position
in the composite industry. Apart from the plenary presentations,

the meeting provided ample opportunity for participants to interact across functions and sites and to spark new initiatives. On the
evening of the first day, participants left the meeting facilities
down in the valley to climb to new heights on Mount Stockhorn.

of basic emergency rules as well as staged emergency situations
to provide hands-on training to those teams most likely to get
involved in more serious types of emergency or safety interventions.

Under a cloudy evening sky, Gurit Managers ventured to compete
in a new craft: the Gurit Ice Sculpting Contest, which yielded some
rather interesting – yet ephemeral – art.

In the context of first aid training, all the colleagues at our Albacete production site learned in theory and practice how to treat
possible injuries of different nature and gravity. They also learned –
and memorized – where the closest fire extinguishers are located
throughout the premises and how to use them.

Be prepared – just in case
In 2009, Gurit (España) sa updated its emergency plan. In order to
be prepared for any kind of eventuality all employees were
meticulously informed as to what role they would play in a possible emergency situation. In addition, all Spanish colleagues got
hands-on training to be able to react and respond effectively
and safely should the need arise.

Experience has shown that only those who have learned how to
use fire extinguishers of varying size and pressure can effectively
fight a ferocious fire. Fire fighting training was conducted both at
the plant and at the municipal fire brigade’s station. There, the Albacete colleagues were trained in the use of fire extinguishers
and water hoses of all kinds. At the end of the training sessions,
they had the opportunity to demonstrate their newly acquired
emergency skills in a simulated fire situation in a dark location
filled with smoke!

Various training sessions took place onsite at Gurit (España) so
that all employees could familiarize themselves with the location
and its safety equipment. The emergency drills included repetitions
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China Techno Foam adds
PVC foam to Gurit’s offering
in China
Gurit’s second production site in China, China Techno Foam (ctf ), is now with
the Group for almost half a year. Site Manager Sam Ang, on the far left in the group
picture, presents this company and its strategic position within the Gurit Group.

Gurits zweite Produktionsstätte in China, China Techno
Foam, produziert pvc Strukturschaumstoffe.

青岛能善是固瑞特在中国的第二家生产基地，
为客户提供PVC结构泡沫芯材。
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China is the fastest growing wind energy market worldwide. As a
key materials and technology specialist for the manufacture of
wind rotor blades, Gurit had embarked on a special strategy to
enhance its position in this important market in order to benefit
from the industry dynamics in China. Key elements of this strategy
are to produce in essence locally sourced and locally manufactured products for the local Chinese wind turbine market on one
hand and to extend the traditional Gurit materials offering so that
it best caters to the current and future needs of the local Chinese
wind turbine blade manufacturers.

In China for China
While Western transplants use the advanced prepreg manufacturing technology, most wind rotor blades in China are manufactured
using existing Western infusion technology licenses. Therefore
structural core materials are the main product category that Gurit
can offer to the local Chinese manufacturers. The blades built in
China often have pvc foams and Balsa wood specified as inner
sandwich construction materials. Combining the two strategic elements – local production and extending the product range according to local needs – Gurit decided to enter pvc foam production in China for China. In July 2009, Gurit acquired a majority stake
in ctf – a company already specializing in pvc foams but not yet
producing exactly the kind of foam that wind turbine blade manufacturers need.

pvc foam production in April 2005. A Finishing Shop was built in

late 2006. Gurit has already made considerable investments into
new quality control and r&d labs, improved process equipment for
increased capacity and consistency, and office renovations.

Full-speed R&D
and production ramp up
«Based on the existing pvc production know-how and infrastructure, our goal was to develop as quickly as possible a pvc foam for
wind blade applications,» Sam Ang summarizes the project leading up to Gurit’s new pvcell family of core materials. The development process went very well and Gurit had its g60 grade of the
new pvcell ready for production before the end of 2009. This g60
grade of pvcell has already been tested and qualified by Germanischer Lloyd, a leading provider of assurance, consulting and
classification services for the maritime and energy industries. Additional grades of pvcell (g45, 80, 100, 130, 200) are anticipated to
be completed by April.
Production of the pvcell foams uses the same equipment as ctf’s
traditional Navicel q product which is used for applications such
as liquefied natural gas (lng) tank ships, high speed trains, boats
and surf boards, as well as wind turbine nacelles and wind blades.
The new pvcell g series is particularly designed to meet requirements of blade manufacturers using infusion process. The finish-

pvcell™ g-Foam is a closed cell, cross-linked pvc foam

structural Foam Core. Its main features are:
• Suitable for all sandwich composites applications
• Offering superior strength and stiffness to weight ratio
• Self extinguishing
• Outstanding chemical resistance
• Negligible water absorption
• Ideal for resin infusion, contact molding, rtm
• Excellent thermal insulation capabilities
• Compatible with most common resin systems including
epoxy, polyester and vinylester.
pvcell g-Foam is available in a wide range of formats with

all standard cut patterns and finishes possible.

ctf or China Techno Foam today employs 76 people. The wholly
owned foreign enterprise is located in the Qingdao Economic and
Technical Development Area also known as Huangdao Area. The
plant comprises 22,739 m2 of land and features 5,166 m2 factory /
office space. The original factory was built in late 2004 and initiated
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ing equipment includes nc saw and sander stations for squaring
and removing the outer skin of the foam blocks, slitters to cut the
blocks into sheet as well as scrim and groove machines to achieve
special geometric cuts and edges.

Well-integrated into the Gurit Group
As a production site, ctf is fully dedicated to Wind Energy applications. Sam Ang, ctf Deputy General Manager and Site Manager,
is in charge of day-to-day operations.
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Markets: Marine

Die 60 m lange Panamax Ketch ist die grösste
Ketch, die gerade noch den Panamakanal
passieren kann.
60米长的巴拿马帆船被设计成为一支最大的
帆船，可以穿越巴拿马运河。

PUSHING THE ENVELOPE
IN YACHT DESIGN
After two years of build time, Baltic Yacht’s 60 m Panama Ketch is fast becoming the
talk of the industry. Panama Ketch is designed to be the largest sailing vessel able to
pass through the Panama Canal.

Baltic's brief for the custom-built Panamax presented some seemingly conflicting requirements, with a focus on embracing light
weight modern technology for offshore and inshore racing capability combined with a classic look. A unique design set to be at the
forefront of innovation. When designing a yacht purely for racing,
such as an America's Cup yacht, the design parameters can be evaluated against the single goal of winning. Aesthetic considerations,
however, are far more subjective and so for Panamax there was a
rigorous review required of performance, comfort and aesthetics.

THE HULL SHELL
At 60 m long and over 700 m2 of hull surface area, Panamax is
believed to be the largest single prepreg moulding. In order to
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withstand the expected slamming pressures, the hull bottom
forward is made from solid laminate, which is cured in a number
of stages. Having optimized fibre orientations for the loads
expected and with a risk of the resultant asymmetric laminates
distorting when cured, numerous analytical checks were carried
out and compared with test panels made at sp-High Modulus’
Prototyping Facility. Due to the sheer size of the hull and the
amount of laminate required the hull lamination was a long process
and Baltic Yachts made full use of the long out-life of sp-High
Modulus’ se 84 prepreg. To resist the fore and aft bending loads, a
great deal of material was needed in the form of thick planks of
unidirectional high modulus carbon fibre, which were incorporated
into the flat deck and topsides.

THE DECK SHELL
The logistics of building such large components required the deck
shell to be built in two pieces. This resulted in a very highly loaded
joint in the ud planks, the design of which incorporated a mechanical and processing testing programme. Many large access
hatches in the deck created a concern for the overall rigidity. fea
helped to optimize the structure and laminates to rebuild the rig
plan and to demonstrate to the classification society the effectiveness of the hatch reinforcements. A novel mizzen mast collar incorporates a window to view the mizzen mast from the owner's
cabin, but with windows not being the best means to transmit the
considerable thrust from the mast to the deck, a 'spider' of beams
that radiate out from the collar was designed.

THE KEEL
The greatest challenge was the trunk that houses the lifting keel,
which is believed to be the largest made in composite, as well as
probably the highest point load in composite design. sp-High Modulus’ engineers are familiar with lifting keels so definition of the
basic trunk laminate was reasonably straightforward. However, in
order to achieve the offshore sailing performance the boat incorporates a deep draught keel which also needs to operate at a shallower
draught for inshore racing, and shallower still to enter harbours. Consequently the keel lift is much greater than the depth of boat and
uses two sets of keel lifting rams to provide a keel total stroke of
5.5 m. Due to the thickness of parts in the keel structure, sprint®
and prepreg mixed technology were used in order to reduce the
laminating times; a first at Baltic Yachts for a project of this scale.
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THE MAIN DECK HOUSE
AND INTERIOR
The mainsheet and mizzen forestay are attached to the main deck
house, a key accommodation feature of the boat which meant
having to take massive rig loads through an open plan space.
Panamax's interior is packed with accommodation and unusually
for a racing boat, incorporates a 'tween' deck forward and a 'poop'
deck aft. There is a trunk into which the lifting rudder retracts that
proved to be a challenge to fit within the interior and provide
support for the loads the high aspect ratio foil produces.

PANAMAX: THE FOREFRONT
OF INNOVATION
With the marine industry trend demonstrating a move towards
composite sailing yachts increasing in number and size, Panamax
illustrates a number of 'firsts' in composite construction.
Revolutionary in both concept and design, Panamax is notable not
only for its sheer size but also for its novel features that combine
classic looks and comfortable cruising with powerful racing
performance.
Written with thanks to the following, among many others, who were
instrumental to the Panamax project: Project Management (Owners) – Jens
Cornelsen, Construction – Baltic Yachts and r&j Design, Naval Architecture
– Gerard Dijkstra & Partners and Reichel / Pugh, Interior Design – Rhoades
Young
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Interview with Gabriel Mironov

From pioneer days
to becoming a global mould
supplier
Gabriel Mironov, General Manager of Gurit’s Tooling activities, started Red Maple
in Taicang only in 2007. From hiring his first colleagues to running a 550 people
operation and making it a leading global mould supplier, he has quite a story to tell.
shape spoke with him at Gurit’s Annual Management Meeting.

The development of the wind energy industry in China is a perfect example illustrating
that market’s dynamics. Gurit inaugurated
its first subsidiary in China in 2007. At about
the same time, Gabriel Mironov visited a
trade show in Shanghai to evaluate the
chances of assisting the emerging local
Chinese wind rotor blade builders with production moulds. «We met the first mould
customer at that fair and three days later
we signed a contract to deliver a 39 meter
mould. There was no time to lose! We
needed a place where we could produce
such a mould. In the two days after that
trade show I toured the area looking at potential factory sites. Only the layout of one
plant would permit 40 to 50 meter moulds
to exit the halls. So I decided it needed to

In 2009, Gabriel Mironov moved from Canada to
China and founded Red Maple shortly after moving
there.

«There was no time
to loose!»
be that place in Taicang,» recalls Gabriel
Mironov. Two months later, he moved there
with his wife and son, and five suitcases.

Red Maple’s first winter
«Those were pioneer days,» Gabriel says.
Life was quite spartan, both at home and
at the factory: «I rented a temporary office
in a building near the factory, where we
could meet customers. When the first cus-
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tomer came, we had not yet received the
furniture, so we all sat on boxes in a circle
and discussed a one million dollar project.»
The timing was certainly right. By the end
of 2007, Red Maple had signed over ten
mould orders, hired about 50 employees,

«When the first customer
came, we had not yet 		
received the furniture,
so we all sat on boxes
in a circle.»
and was building the first master plug. The
team then included the first cad engineers,
a purchase agent, and a production manager. «I will never forget that first winter:
We managed to rent a laser tracker for
plug inspection for two days. So I spent
the entire Christmas eve of 2007 at the factory operating the tracker myself, went
home to open presents with my son, and
then returned to the factory to continue
the inspection.» The winter of 2007 was as
cold as it gets, and the mould factory was
not insulated and had no climate control.
«We solved that problem by introducing
huge tents to the production hall. When
the outside temperature was well below
the freezing point, the tents with the
warmer air nearly took off, so we had to

weigh them down with steel tubes.» They
worked night and day, painting and sanding to finish the first plug and mould. Gabriel
remembers falling asleep on top of the
first plug several nights. «There at least it
was warmer than at home. To keep costs
down, my family was living in a basic apartment near the factory, which didn’t have
any heating either.»
Such are the stories you remember when
you look back! Despite all odds, Red Maple
delivered more than 35 mould sets in 2008.
Everyone worked seven days a week,
putting in an amazing effort. «Wei Fusan,
the welding foreman, used to lead both
shifts himself, and often worked more
than 90 hours a week. He used to nap in
the office from midnight until six in the
morning.»

ferent types,» says Gabriel Mironov. Last
year, Red Maple also saw the first moulds
for export, the first moulds delivered to a
global customer, the opening of a new
material and process r&d lab, and the
successful completion of its first iso 9001
system audit. Talking about the future as
part of Gurit, Gabriel is all enthusiastic:
«Come back in spring, and you will see our
new industrial campus: A spacious arrangement of buildings around a large central
courtyard, permitting entry and exit of
trucks up to 60 meters long. From there,
we have convenient road access to both
the ports of Taicang and Shanghai. A new

«Being part of Gurit
opens up huge
opportunities for us.»
thrilled to meet the entire Gurit Management Team at the Annual Meeting. Everyone I talked to inspired me with new promising, interdisciplinary and cross-activity
projects!»

«Come back in spring,
and you will see our new
industrial campus.»

Investing into the future

cnc machining facility more than doubles

By the end of 2008, Red Maple employed
some 350 employees, and had bought and
installed its own laser tracker and first
5-axis CNC machine. A new office was
built to accommodate the burgeoning
number of managers, engineers and office
staff. «During 2009 we introduced many
new products and continued to grow and
to grow, reaching 550 employees, opening
a third factory site, and by year-end we
had delivered more than 50 moulds of dif-

our master plug output capacity, with an
increased working envelope of 65 m x 8 m.
This new 5-axis cnc mill – probably the largest in Asia – will also allow reduction of
part tolerances to +/– 0.25 m, and for the
first time permit machining in harder materials, such as solid carbon fiber laminate
and cast aluminum. Being part of Gurit
opens up huge opportunities for us – in our
traditional wind blade mould business, but
also beyond China, beyond wind energy.
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The new cnc mill will give us the capability
to produce large high-accuracy moulds, e.g.
for use in the aeronautical industry. I was

Gabriel Mironov gründete Red Maple in 2007.
Heute beschäftigt diese Gesellschaft über 500
Leute und bildet das Tooling-Geschäft von Gurit.

加百利 米罗诺夫在2007年开始正式运营红
枫。公司现在生产固瑞特模具业务，员工
人数超过500人。
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Tech-Talk

Epoxy resin versus polyester
and vinylester – the big debate
It is very common to hear discussions on the docks and among people involved
in the marine business on the benefits of using epoxy resin to replace vinylester
or polyester in boatbuilding.

Traditionally, production yachts and work boats have been built
mainly using polyester resins; the majority of the existing cruising
boats, fishing boats and dinghies are built using these low-cost
and ’lower tech’ resins. On the other hand, epoxy resin systems
are consistently adopted for high performance structures that require ultimate weight efficiency and durability. As the boatbuilding
community and its clients become more and more confident with
the performance advantages of epoxy resins – both in terms of
structural and cost characteristics – we are witnessing a steadily
increasing number of production boatyards switching from polyester or vinylester to epoxy systems for their manufacturing.

A broad set of properties
Typically the properties a structural engineer looks for in a resin
system are good strength and stiffness, high adhesive properties,
high toughness to stop cracks and their propagation throughout
the structure and good resistance to environment degradation
when exposed to uv rays and moisture.
One of the most relevant properties of a composite ply, which
depends on resin characteristics, is the tensile micro-cracking
strain. This represents how much elongation the ply can withstand
before microscopic cracks appear in its structure. Since guaranteeing that the micro-cracking strain is not exceeded is often a
critical factor, laminates built with polyester and vinylester resins
require comparatively more material (hence more weight) to
achieve lower elongation under the same loads. Besides, it has
been shown that there is a direct relation between the microcracking strain and the inter-laminar shear properties of a laminate
and its ability to perform well under cyclic loading conditions. This
again explains why epoxy-based laminates have better fatigue
performance than the others and show higher durability.
Resin also drives the laminate compressive properties and the interlaminar shear strength, as shown in the following graphs. The
laminates are carbon unidirectionals and carbon biaxials and the
strength is divided by the areal weight of one ply.
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A boat building yard will in turn be looking for low-cure shrinkage
(for limited print-though), low viscosity for ease of wet out, infusion, long-shelf life and limited cost.
All resins exhibit a certain level of shrinkage over the curing process. Polyester and vinylester resins show typical values for shrinkage of up to 8%, whereas epoxy resins are limited to 2%. Resin
shrinkage leads to both macroscopic and microscopic geometry
imperfections. At a macroscopic level, moulded components will
tend to end up slightly different from their mould shape. At a microscopic level, by shrinking, the resin tends to reveal the surface
pattern of the woven plies, commonly known as the ‘print-through’
phenomenon. This phenomenon can be corrected with a very labour-intensive filling and fairing process or by applying a chopped
strand mat ‘print barrier’ between the structural fabric and the final
finish. With much lower cure-shrinkage values, epoxy-based laminates require significantly less finishing than the others, which
translates into less labour and lower costs for the yard along with
a lighter and superior quality finished product.

Making the switch
Among the yards switching from polyester and vinylester to epoxy,
there are a number of motoryacht and sailing yacht builders. For
example, by switching their production from wet laminated
vinylester to infused epoxy, Cantieri di Baia has estimated a weight
reduction in the order of 25% out of 4.2 tonnes of structural weight
for the hull of their 50 ft ‘b50’ powerboat. A further example is that
of Franchini International of Italy which has built two different versions of the same 63’ sailing yacht, one using epoxy prime™ 20lv
resin and the other vinylester resin. Both have been made with a
vacuum infusion process.
According to Marco Beccaria, Technical Manager at Franchini International, the epoxy version was approximately 8 % lighter than the
vinylester one with a gain of nearly 500 kg on the total weight of
the hull and internal structure. Whilst the time required to infuse
and laminate the structure was the same for both systems, the
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vinylester version required an additional stage of hull fairing which
was not necessary for the epoxy hull.
Marco Beccaria claims that the epoxy resin showed better mechanical and impregnation properties. Void content and mechanical properties in the two different laminates have been tested by
a third-party laboratory and the epoxy version showed a significantly lower number of voids and consistently higher strength and
stiffness values.

Almost no cost difference
A cost comparison carried out by Franchini International, revealed
that, on a cost-per-kilogram of composite basis, there was a difference of 14 % between the epoxy and the vinylester version. However, when one accounts for the 8 % structural weight difference
between the two versions, the actual cost difference of the composite structure was only 5 %. With respect to the overall cost of
the build, that would translate into a difference of less than 2 %
between the two versions.
Interestingly, the weight gain made through the use of epoxy resins allowed Franchini International to fit out the yacht with more
luxurious interiors and additional systems, which altogether contributed to offering to their client a higher specification yacht with
equivalent weight performance and longer durability. Today Franchini International offers the epoxy resin system as an option to
its clients. Mr Beccaria believes that, on the basis of the success
and the superior quality displayed by the 63’ epoxy version, more
and more people are likely to turn to this type of product in the
future.

Immer mehr Serienyacht-Werften vollziehen
den Wechsel von Polyester oder Vinylester zu
Epoxyharzen.

越来越多的生产船舶的公司现在开始将以
前使用的聚酯和乙烯换为环氧系列。
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Markets: Tooling

Extending Gurit’s
position in the wind
energy supply chain
The acquisition of Suzhou Red Maple in late 2009 added a whole new field of
activity to Gurit’s industrial portfolio: We extended our position in the global wind
energy supply chain by adding mould making to our offering. Gurit will report on
these activities as a new target market.

Suzhou Red Maple is the largest wind turbine blade mould manufacturer worldwide, having produced over 45 moulds in 2009 alone. With
more than 550 trained and experienced workers, Red Maple is today
also the largest Gurit production site offering an unparalleled capacity
in wind blade master plug and wind blade mould making. In addition
Red Maple also offers state-of-the-art hydraulic mould closing and
mould heating systems. Let’s look at Red Maple's capabilities in
more detail to learn what it takes to produce wind turbine moulds –
probably the world’s most complex composite process equipment.

From plug to mould
Final wind turbine blades consist of two half shells which are individually produced in respective forms or moulds and then combined
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to form a complete blade. To build a mould itself for the following
series production of blades of 600 –1000 blade shells per mould, one
has to start with a model of the finished blade – the so-called plug.
Red Maple has its own 5-axis cnc machine with a working envelope of 36 m x 8 m x 4.5 m to produce any kind of master plug form.
The maximum length of a produced plug piece is 35 m. This means
that master plugs for today’s average 1.5 to 2.5 mw blades can easily
be produced out of only two pieces. Using the plug, the actual
mould is then produced in a next step. The main mould shell can be
made either by infusion technology or hand lamination. Red Maple
builds its moulds usually in epoxy resins. The final mould shell is
then strengthened by a sandwich concept using balsa wood or high
temperature resistant foam at the customers’ preference and finally

mounted onto its frame. The frames themselves are also fea designed and offer extra strong support for the mould shell for durability and easy transport.

Various options for mould heating…
Customers also have various options with respect to the mould
heating systems (electric or liquid) and can complete their moulds
with Red Maples patented mould shape adjustment and a fully
automatic mould alignment and clamping system. The mould heating solution includes heating wire, spacing strip, sensors, control
boxes, all along with the required software. The special heating
cables can operate at up to 200 c, and the control system offers a
complete supervision of the heating process, both in English and in
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Chinese. The life of the imported heating cables is already well proven, with some installations cycling through the range of 20–120 c
over 500 times in demanding applications without any deterioration.
Red Maple's bespoke software application is easy-to-configure for
up to 120 heating zones and 20 control boxes per mould.

…hinges and closures
Red Maple is not only market leader in mould making but also at the
forefront when it comes to opening and closing large wind turbine
blade moulds. So far Red Maple has sold 104 mould turnover systems in China, installing 240 mould turnover arms in total. Also,
systems have been exported to customers in Korea and India. The
closing system is produced in China, using the best imported parts
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Red Maple’s total factory area measures 11,500 m2, with expansion at the new site to bring this to over 24,000 m2 by end
of April 2010. The cnc plug production is air conditioned and
heated to guarantee a constant ambient condition. To control
and measure the huge parts, Red Maple has its own in-house
laser tracking system and a well-equipped lab with many testing equipment such as:
• Static tester to 10 tons
• Fatigue tester to 20 tons, also with temperature chamber
• dsc machine
• Delamination tester
• Viscometer
• Resin content burnoff furnace
• Thermal cycling ovens.

for critical hydraulic and electric systems like high pressure pumps
and angle encoders from Germany, remote controls from Sweden,
and counterbalance valves from the usa. Most of the internationally
famous blade producers use this model of turnover system. The
design is very popular globally, used on about 40 percent of all wind
turbine blade moulds in production.
While Red Maple can offer an appropriate mould for any kind of
blade production process, most of the moulds produced so far were
made for the Chinese infusion wind blade market. Gurit wants to
take Red Maple beyond infusion and beyond the Chinese market.
So the Red Maple story will definitely continue. Going forward,
Gurit will report on Red Maple’s achievements as a separate target
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market area called Tooling, headed by Gabriel Mironov as General
Manager. A next chapter is already being written as you read this:
Currently new manufacturing and administrative buildings are
being built to offer all the various key production processes an
ideal space in an optimized work-flow layout of the plant. shape
will keep you posted.
Mit Red Maple weitet Gurit das Angebot in den
Bereich Formenbau aus und verbreitert so die
Position innerhalb der ganzen Composite-Industrie.

随着红枫的加入，固瑞特的产品延伸到模具
制造，扩大了在整个复合材料行业的地位。
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Markets: Transportation

At ease with
spherical forms
Pilatus is renowned for its versatile and best-in-class single-engine family of aircraft.
While the legendary Pilatus Porter pc-6 planes – the world’s oldest aircraft model
that is still being built today – is a mere marvel in aluminum construction, the more
recent models like pc -12 and the trainer aircraft also use composite parts both in its
interiors as well as some secondary structures. Composites make especially the
construction of aerodynamically optimized, complex spherical forms much easier.

Gurit-Werkstoffe werden im Innenausbau und für
gewisse Sekundärstrukturen der Pilatus-Flugzeuge
verwendet.

固瑞特复合材料已经开始应用于飞机内饰以
及皮拉图斯飞机的某些二级结构中。
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Pilatus has been building single-engine aircraft in Stans, Switzerland for nearly 70 years. In both the civilian and military trainer
markets, Pilatus is renowned for utilizing the most modern design
techniques, precision engineering and cutting-edge manufacturing
processes to produce its high performance aircraft. The latest and
largest member of the civilian Pilatus family is the pc-12 ng, with
currently some 1000 produced units. Integrating a single turboprop
engine into an aerodynamically advanced airframe, the Pilatus pc-12
ng combines excellent economy, reliability and versatility with the
inherent safety of this type of aircraft.
The magnificent wooden assembly hangar at Stans with its
huge span leaves every visitor at awe.

Experts in aluminum machining
and composite processes
«The manufacturing process for the engine cowlings that are
made from Gurit prepregs is completely done by us. From manufacturing the single parts to the assembly of the entire structure,
ready for painting and installation. This reduces the lead time as
well as the logistic and administration effort significantly,» says
Geri Amstalden, Head of Composite Manufacturing. It must have
been like introducing a completely new way of thinking when Pilatus
started to use composites, because simultaneous 5-axis machining of highly complex aluminum components is one of the key
core competencies at Pilatus. «But when it comes to optimized
aerodynamics and spherical forms, composites are unbeatable,»
says Amstalden who enthusiastically advocates the use of these
engineered materials at Pilatus.

Partnership creates excellence
Gurit supplies prepreg materials to Pilatus ever since the Swiss
aircraft manufacturer started trials of that then novel material for
the pc-12 planes which started to be built in 1991. As composites
are engineered materials, there are almost always certain material
tests going on at Pilatus, both for new applications and for new
production processes. «The craftsmanship and the workers’ dedication to strive for best-in-class solutions make working with
Pilatus a unique experience and add a very special spirit of partnership,» explains Matthias Hucke of Gurit (Kassel). All the various
parts manufactured from composites for the Pilatus aircraft models pc-7 MkII, pc-9 m, pc-12 ng and pc-21 are tale-telling pieces of
that long-term partnership: «Excellence in press-curing of geometrically complex parts with two defined surface sides was
equally developed together with Gurit as was the accurate autoclave-curing manufacture of larger parts with intricate geometry,
produced in single shell tools. Currently we are studying a new
tooling prepreg system ep500 together and we even assist Gurit
on new material developments and qualifications,» says Amstalden.
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The partnership is a true asset for both companies. «The composite department at Pilatus is too small to solely rely on our own
competences. And Gurit needs a hands-on industrial partner to
test materials in workshop conditions,» he concluded. His team of
some 40 colleagues produces today all aircraft parts built in composite technology like the engine cowlings mentioned above,
wing tips, dorsal fins, landing gear doors, flooring panels for the
cabin, cabin side panels, air ducts and various other parts.

lay-up time for even the most complex parts down to less than
two days. At room temperature, Gurit’s carbon and glass fibre
prepregs have a much longer shelf life than is needed for the
lay-up of the sheets into the molds before they are cured under a
heated press or in the autoclave oven. Pilatus recently invested
into cutting robots that are now in charge of the formerly onerous
finishing of the cured parts. The robots deliver fully repeatable
quality.

Blending experience with
engineering excellence

A new plane every
2 days and a half

Pilatus is also a modern, high-tech development organization with
a dedicated team of over 180 engineers – out of an overall headcount of some 1400 colleagues – providing a powerful capability in

Entering the magnificent new wooden assembly hangar with a
breathtaking 122 m by 72 m dimension leaves every visitor at awe:
It is here that at any given moment of the year some 20 aircraft in

all disciplines of aircraft development such as Aerodynamics,
Structural Design, Materials, Systems Integration, Reliability, Maintainability, Flight Test, Airworthiness and Certification. The engineers are supported by the latest aerospace technologies available such as cad / cam, pdm, structural dynamic analysis, and
flight simulation. With these resources, Pilatus Engineering is able
to blend experience with innovation and take initial concepts
through prototyping and design, on to flight test, certification and
finally into production – all under the control of one dedicated organization.

various states of production are being assembled. On average,
every two and half days, a new airplane leaves the works, bringing
annual sales to over chf 600 million.

Mastering the complete
manufacturing process
It is fascinating to witness the sequence of production steps that
lead from the rolls of Gurit prepregs to the finished aircraft parts:
Once the prepregs leave the cooler, they warm up to room temperature over night and are then nc cut to the various forms needed
for the lay-up, which are stacked to a material kit for the part.
Building finished parts in prepreg involves a lot of work done by
hand. Working with carefully prepared material kits brings the
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When shape was taken on a tour at Pilatus in mid-January, there
were various aircraft for private and commercial customers and
two fascinating new machines for the Royal Flying Doctor Service
in Australia. «You won’t find a more spacious single-engine aircraft,»
said Bruno Inäbnit. Looking inside a brand new aircraft, a surprisingly spacious passenger and cargo cabin opens up. «The Flying
Doctors like the wide cargo door on the side and the fact that the
rudder and elevator are high up and out of the way when loading
equipment or patients on stretchers into the plane.» As a singleengine aircraft, the Pilatus pc-12 planes are easy to fly, cover long
distances of up to 2.900 km and are famous for their attractive
price and low maintenance efforts. a pc-12 ng is less than half the
cost of a jet with a similar sized pressurized cabin.
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Markets: Marine

SP and High Modulus join
forces – A truly compelling
offer for the marine market
Gurit’s acquisition of High Modulus in early December 2009 has brought together
two outstanding marine specialists. Combining Gurit’s sp-branded marine engineering
and materials business with High Modulus’ experience, its b3 SmartPac solution and
geographic presence makes the combined entity – sp-High Modulus – a truly marketleading marine composite engineering and materials expert.

SP und High Modulus schaffen zusammen einen
echten Marktführer für Schiffbau-Materialien und
– Engineering.

SP和高模联手成为一个真正的主导海运材
料和工程的专家。
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What is the b3 SmartPac?
The b3 SmartPac is versatile construction solution that helps builders manufacture composite
components more efficiently and cost-effectively than ever before. The SmartPac comprises
all the reinforcement and core materials required for the job,
pre-cut to the exact size and shape required to fit the mould.
The materials are packed in boxes in the order of assembly,
and are accompanied by a comprehensive schematic and written construction manual, with a process defined for the builder,
and integral quality control systems. It can be further enhanced
and optimized for production and / or performance requirements through the addition of structural engineering design,
the development of processing strategies and the provision of
pre-fabricated panels. The b3 SmartPac solution offers builders
reduced overall costs, a repeatable process, efficient procurement and improved overall quality.
History of the SmartPac
The b3 SmartPac has been developed over a number of years
at High Modulus, the New Zealand-headquartered company
that Gurit acquired in December 2009. Over the past five or six
years, the solution has really taken off and the company has
seen an increasing number of projects and builders adopt the
SmartPac as their ‘default’ way of manufacturing.
Every b3 SmartPac includes comprehensive construction documentation
with integral quality controls for use during manufacture of the SmartPac
and during build at the customer’s site.

sp and High Modulus are a perfect fit. The strategic move to com-

bine these two marine market leaders underlines Gurit’s commitment to the marine market which for many years has been thriving and which still offers interesting opportunities in the future.
The acquisition combines Gurit’s existing engineering and materials
business with High Modulus’ complementing engineering capacities, their more Australasian market focus and especially their
well-established engineered materials package b3 SmartPac.

Combining people, skills and enthusiasm
«Having competed in the market for many years, both teams knew
the other rather well. And ever so often we had people changing
from one company to the other before,» says Graham Harvey,
Head of Gurit’s Marine Business. «Integrating the two organizations
is thus quite straight forward. Most important is that we all share
the same enthusiasm for boats.» The management team of
SP-High Modulus is also a well seasoned blend with Paul Goddard,
former ceo of High Modulus, continuing to oversee the Asia /
Pacific market, and Richard Downs-Honey, former Co-owner of
High Modulus, supporting the global roll-out and the further
development of the b3 SmartPac business.
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Riviera Marine, Seawind Catamarans and Salthouse Boatbuilders are three of the big names in the southern hemisphere
who have seen the advantages of the SmartPac and are using
the solution across a number of models and projects. Not just
used in the mainstream leisure marine sector, the SmartPac is
being successfully applied to a number of kayak builders, spar
manufacturers, as well as a number of military and commercial vessels in Asia and the uae. In addition, the application of
the SmartPac in the non-marine sector has seen particular
growth over the past couple of years, with the supply of
SmartPacs to builders of roof panels, campervans and parts
for industrial cranes.
b3 SmartPac and Gurit
The b3 SmartPac complements Gurit’s already wide portfolio of
composite products, services and solutions. The strengths of
Gurit delivered in a SmartPac format will allow different market sectors to take advantage of these strengths in a cost-effective and easily accessible solution.

«We want to continue to benefit from both our well-established
brands. So we decided to combine them and present ourselves
now as SP-High Modulus,» Graham Harvey said. The joint teams
are currently working together to develop new marketing tools.
«We will be ready for jec, Paris, where we believe to impress the
market with a joint offering.»
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Markets: Wind Energy

Gurit prepares to start PET
foam production in China
By the end of 2010, Gurit will start production of pet foam in Tianjin to supply the
composites industries and in particular the growing interest for its use in the wind
blade market. The new product is called g-pet.
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pet – or polyethylene terephthalate – is part of the polyester family

and widely used in fibres and films (60%) and most famously for
pet bottle production (30 %). pet has recently been developed into

an extruded foam featuring good structural properties.

Advantages of an extruded foam
The structural core market comprises materials ranging from Balsa
wood and Nomex® honeycomb to a variety of structural foams
based on chemistries like pmi, pvc, ps and san (Corecell). The
market is constantly looking for better properties, improved qualities and more attractive prices. Compared with the batch production of other foams, the continuous extrusion of pet foam opens
up many avenues for automated quality assurance. As a thermoplastic, pet can also be re-melted and recycled, giving major benefits in waste reduction. Other important benefits include the high
thermal resistance of pet, permitting high temperature prepreg
curing and facilitating fire resistant grades which are increasingly
needed as composites are incorporated ever more frequently into
public vehicles and buildings.
However, it is highly unlikely that just one type of core can be universally useful: Corecell™ has some unbeatable properties particularly in its compatibility with infusion resins that make if often preferred over pvc but some blade models will not change their
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original design built around the use of pvc. Gurit will therefore continue to develop and manufacture a wide range of structural core
chemistries.

How is PET foam made?
Together with processing additives, new pet pellets as well as recycled pet are melted above 260ºc and mixed in an extruder. At the
same time a gas is injected and dissolved into the high temperature melt at high pressure. As the extrusion emerges from the die
the gas boils, producing a foam. This cools before being squared in
a planing machine, cut up and then rejoined together into a large
block in order to realign the cell aspect in the final panel. Finally it
is sliced into required thicknesses. It is then grooved, kitted or
otherwise treated much as other core materials are today. Off cuts
and saw dust produced during this process are collected, compacted and recycled back into the original melt.

Gurit bereitet sich auf den Produktionsstart von
extrudierten pet-Strukturschäumen bei Gurit
(Tianjin) vor.

固瑞特已准备直至年底在天津工厂生产挤压
聚酯泡沫。

Being Gurit

Mutually beneficial
investments in education
Encouraging ongoing education is an import way to develop and retain talent. shape
spoke with Gurit hr managers about recent examples where training and investment
in Gurit employees have proven to be valuable to both the employee and Gurit.

In the context of her Masters in Business Administration (mba)
with the Open University, Julie Lavers of Gurit (uk) was required
to undertake a real time project which would «make a difference»
to her employer while enabling her to apply the theory she had
learnt into practice. Julie decided to investigate freight services at
Gurit as her real time project. The overall outcome of this work not
only enabled Julie to achieve the mba qualification but also allows
Gurit to make significant savings going forward when purchasing
freight services. Julie commented: «Clearly, I am very happy with
the result and the fact that all the hard work has paid off. But most
of all, I want to thank everyone at Gurit who made this possible
and supported me over the last few years.»
The uk Operations Team also identified an opportunity to develop
production processing knowledge through implementing a workbased, National Vocational Qualification («nvq») learning scheme
under the guidance of Luke Kerr, Operations Training Manager. To
date, 32 staff have accessed the training designed to increase
work centre skills and develop more cross-functional operators.
For Luke the scheme has proved successful in motivating and encouraging employees to gain skills that will support the business:
«Everyone who has joined the programme has successfully achieved
a national certificate at either Level 2 or 3 in Polymer Processing
and Related Operations. In addition, I also witness greater job satisfaction and an embedded interest in learning.» Pete Critchell,
Manufacturing Technician, achieved his nvq Level 3 through the
scheme and commented: «I started my Level 3 as a Production
Operative. The qualification has helped me understand and learn
key components from starting up to shutting down a machine based production processes. The nvq has helped me develop my
career to become a Manufacturing Technician.» In his new role,
Pete has become qualified as an nvq Assessor and is now in turn
sharing his knowledge with colleagues who are completing their
nvqs. Several colleagues are also continuing their education in
Canada where the national policy supports ongoing education by
making higher degrees financially available to almost everyone.
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Currently three people in Magog have reduced their weekly worktime to do an mba, two study for an administrative certificate and
one colleague is doing a health and safety certificate while another
wants to become a payroll compliance practitioner. Ongoing education and specific on-the-job training are also important at Gurit
(Spain). With a view to continuous improvements, Gurit (Spain)
developed special training programs for a group of some 25 people comprising quality technicians, engineers and production technicians, shift- & team-leaders covering aspects of manufacturing
processes, continuous improvement, lean manufacturing as well
as analysis of measuring systems. In addition, a special scheme
has been defined for members of the HR department to achieve a
master´s degree in occupational risk, health & safety while three
members of the Finance Department study for their masters in
Economics and Finance.

Ausbildung lohnt sich sowohl für den einzelnen
Mitarbeitenden als auch für ganz Gurit.

总的来讲，培养无论对公司还是员工，都是
一种互惠利益。
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Markets: Marine

As graceful and sleek as it is
powerful and fuel efficient
c-Boat, as this eye-catching tender is called, features an extraordinary level of design

intelligence that has been ploughed into the project to create a boat that is as graceful,
sleek and advanced as the vessel it will serve. Gurit’s marine business, now operating
under the combined brand of sp-High Modulus, supplied a whole range of materials
for this superyacht tender.
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Officially launched at Monaco Yacht Show 2009, c-Boat is a clearcoated carbon structure designed by Humphreys Yacht Design
and built by Jason Carrington, both located in Lymington, on the
South coast of England. Carrington is known as one of the world’s
most experienced composite boat builders, having not only built
Volvo 60s and 70s, but also competed on them.

materials used in the build included a combination of sp prepregs
such as se 84lv, se 70 and sprint® st70 and Corecell™ structural
foam. This materials package has ensured that the boat is lighter,
stronger and faster, with a maximum speed of up to 45 knots. It
also features a shallow draft, waterjets, and a modern high-end,
sleek finish.

c-Boat benefits from a level of composite manufacturing that is
unprecedented in a powerboat, and as a result the boat is extremely light, weighing just 1200 kg in total including the engines,
and is very efficient in terms of fuel consumption. The choice of

The main prepreg used, se 84lv, has high compressive strength
and is used in large, heavily loaded components. Due to its excellent properties it has previously been selected for use by various
America’s Cup syndicates and boats racing in the Volvo Ocean
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Tech Talk

EP500 Tooling
Prepreg
Primarily an expert in the manufacture
of prepregs used for building final
components, Gurit also offers certain
prepregs for tooling purposes. ep500
was specially developed to achieve
high performance composite tooling
equipment.

Gurit’s ep500 Tooling Prepreg was specifically developed to
build high performance composite tooling equipment. Probably the most important feature of tooling prepregs is to achieve
an excellently smooth mould surface after curing in order to
produce perfect final parts using the final mould. The ep500
family of tooling prepregs is available as standard 1 m wide
rolls with 25 m or 50 m of material. Reinforcement weight can
range from 93 g / m2 up to 600 g / m2 for carbon fibre reinforced
materials and from 105 g / m2 to 600 g / m2 for glass fibre reinforcements. This variety and its adjustable tackiness allow for
a perfect drape ability into the pre-mould. The product features a long shop life of seven days at room temperature, or – if
stored at –18°C – a shelf life of up to 24 months.
C-Boat, ein Beiboot, das alle Blicke auf sich zieht,
setzt voll auf die Composite-Technologie.

复合材料船艇, 引人注目的特点是其非凡的
智能合成设计水平。

Race. Corecell™, a structural marine foam core widely accepted
for the construction of large, high performance structures, was
also used for the hull, deck and bulkheads and was instrumental
in improving the speed of boat production as well as in creating
significant weight reduction.
Jason Carrington said: «Thanks to the selected materials from sp,
c-Boat is an advanced powerboat with high-level performance and
fuel-efficiency unmatched by any other boat of its kind, and its
unique, sleek look truly sets it apart. Due to her success we have
plans to build more boats to the same or a similar concept.»
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The main vacuum bag cure of ep500 manufactured moulds
can be started at a temperature as low as 75°c. The tool can
then be demoulded from its pre-mould after an exposure cycle of 15 hours. By subsequently applying free-standing postcure cycles at temperatures of up to 220°c, the final, low-void
content mould easily reaches a temperature stability of up to
190°c given its Tg at 225°c. ep500 manufactured moulds not
only feature an excellent surface quality but are also characterized by offering outstanding manufacturing life-cycles.

ep500 wurde als Prepreg speziell für den
anspruchsvollen Formenbau entwickelt.

预浸料模具EP500发展成为高性能的磨具置。
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Black Belts

The six sigma management strategy was developed in the early
1980s at Motorola in the usa. It seeks to improve the quality of

process outputs by identifying and removing the root causes of
defects. The name of the methodology can best be explained
looking at a graph of a normal distribution. σ defines the distance
from the mean, the peak of the curve. Due to the properties of

Gurit’s Black Belts push
for five Sigma by 2010
Gurit managed to stabilize its operational margins on the prior year’s level during the
2009 recession not least on the grounds of ongoing operational improvements. Going
forward, Gurit will increasingly adopt the six sigma methodology as a key project
management tool in an effort to further optimize operations.

Gurit is starting to systematically use the six sigma methodology,
a well-established project and quality management tool, in its
project management. The company does not yet have a long tradition with six sigma, but it has successfully applied this concept in
a couple of internal projects. The outcome demonstrates that
Gurit, its supplier and customers can all benefit from this structured project management approach. shape spoke with two of
Gurit's so-called Black Belts, José Espallardo and David Champion
who are in charge of building a growing internal community of socalled green and yellow belt colleagues.

From trial and error to
controlled processes
«The composite industry has become much more mature during
the last few years. While traditionally products and procedures
were often developed and defined by trial and error, the development of new products and the definition of best-in-class processes
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have to follow clearly outlined paths. Gurit, its suppliers, and customers can all benefit from a more standardized and mutually
shared quality-oriented way of thinking,» says David Champion,
Wind Energy Quality Manager at Gurit.

Financial gains and
behavioral changes
Gurit’s operational team has made great strides over recent years
towards a six sigma company culture. The progress could be measured in terms of financial gains that impact bottom line performance especially by lowering production variance. Cultural behavior
is more difficult to measure. «With an ever increasing level of understanding at all tiers of the organization achieved by investment
in people and a belief in the benefits of our Lean Sigma methodology Gurit is now talking the six sigma language,» says David.
«Let me give you some practical examples:» Gurit used some of
the six sigma tools such as the dmaic approach, fmea, doe, 8d

LSL

USL

normal distribution, values at points like + 5 or – 5, or even + 6 or – 6
are extremely unlikely. Six sigma seeks to establish processes

N (0,1)
µ=0
σ=1

where the mean is at least 6 σ away from pre-defined specifications. So, if in a 6 σ structure process the mean was to move 1.5,
it still offers a good safety cushion as this would bring deviations
only into a likelihood of 4.5 which still is a very good result.
–6

problem solving, and data analysis to tackle a costly variance issue
on a resin reactor in Spain. The successful completion of this project
resulted in large cycle time savings, a reduction in variance and the
avoidance of additional capital expenditure as the need to acquire
an additional reactor to meet the forecasted demand literally dissolved. «We were also able to resolve a major quality issue on a
prepreg line using the same tools with a cross functional team.
They not only discovered the solution to the problem but also
tapped saving benefits with significant reductions in change-overand down-times and tangible scrap savings.»

Our Goal: Five Sigma by 2010
«We have set ourselves a target in 2010 to achieve five sigma
levels of performance from our manufacturing sites. We will
measure our progress by using Defects Per Million Opportunities
(dpmo). This is a tough target but worthwhile going for,» says
David. To help achieve this Gurit re-aligns its whole supply chain
from r&d through to customer delivery. With the support of the
Purchasing team Gurit will further develop key suppliers to improve the sigma level of key products which will be essential to
achieve that goal.
In the context of the quality assurance work he and his team do,
David regularly feeds key product quality test results directly into
web-based quality control tools of certain customers. «Some of
our key clients are using six sigma in their process.» There are
customers who publicly subscribe to six sigma practices and
require from its suppliers to achieve at least a «five sigma» status
over the next five years. Moving to a six sigma world, suppliers
and customers start sharing a full set of data. This additional transparency is to the benefit of all. José Espallardo who joined Gurit
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about a year ago is well familiar with the six sigma from his former
jobs. «I believe this is a very powerful tool when it comes to
launch and manage internal projects.» Optimizing operations is a
constant task for an industrial group. When you are active in global
markets like Gurit is, and when you produce material that is best
produced as close to the end users as possible, there are always
some time- and quality-critical projects going on. «Gurit applied
the six sigma tool box to relocate certain processes from the Isle
of Wight to Albacete or to introduce the patented sprint® technology to China.» dmaic marked out the process’s key mile stones:
The issue was (1) clearly defined, with a special focus on the customers’ requirements. Then (2) the key aspects of the current
process were measured and collected. A thorough analysis then
made the most essential cause-and-effect relationships and root
causes of difficulties already experienced visible. «Before we relocated a process, we made sure that any inherent difficulty was
improved in order to achieve an even better future state of process.» When the production process was transferred it was
meticulously controlled to prevent that any deviations from the
pre-defined process target could lead to bad surprises. «These
controls now go on to ensure quality,» says José who stresses
that six sigma is much more than a mere exercise in statistics. «It
really is a powerful management tool.»

Gurit treibt mit der Six-Sigma-Methode die
laufenden Verbesserungen im Betrieb voran.

固瑞特将应用6西格玛技术持续不断地提高
生产运营能力。
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Markets: Transportation

Gurit implements Automotive
quality management system
In 2009 Gurit’s automotive business extended further, moving from its original supply
contracts with Aston Martin to include the supply of its Class a Carbon Fibre panels
to Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. As part of Gurit’s commitment to these prestigious
automotive brands Gurit Automotive will be fulfilling its commitment to implementing
a full automotive quality management system; ts16949.

Newly trained ts16949 Auditors evaluating dimensional inspection.

The long formula iso / ts 16949 : 2008 stands for the technical specification for automotive quality management systems that are now
mandatory for thousands of suppliers to major automobile manufacturers. It is having a huge impact on the automotive industry as
it formalises, under a single global standard, the quality management system requirements that must be satisfied by those that
trade in this multi-billion dollar industry. iso9001 certification currently held by the automotive business of Gurit is a general quality
management standard that can be gained by any business or organization. ts16949 is based on this iso 9001 standard, but includes
130 additional requirements. Many of the additions clarify and build
robustness into the standard rather than impose additional requirements. It also incorporates a number of automotive requirements such as ppap, fmea and customer specific requirements.
There are a number of benefits for an automotive business to being
ts16949 certified including:
• Global recognition as a reputable supplier – certification is
recognised and accepted throughout the automotive supply
chain as an industry benchmark
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• Builds greater robustness into our business
management systems
• Improves efficiency and effectiveness of systems
and processes
• Reduces waste
• Proven business credentials – through independent
  verification against recognized standards
• Reduced cost of compliance with customer specifications –
through implementation of a single management system and
reduced audit requirements
• Potentially open doors to new business
• Many oem’s have internal directives that unless a Tier
1 supplier has ts16949 they cannot bid, or be considered
for new business
• vag, gm, Chrysler, psa, Renault, bmw group, Fiat and Daimler
are all members of the International Automotive Task Force 		
(iatf) which is the ts governing body, thus having a significant
interest in suppliers achieving ts certification.
Currently the Gurit Automotive team is working with Industry
Forum, part of the smmt (Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders Limited; uk), to train a group of internal lead auditors through
the month of March. Once complete this team will undertake the
process of validating the new systems and processes which have
been developed to maintain the rigorous standards required for this
demanding Industry. With a further nomination coming at the beginning of 2010 for a prestigious German oem, the rolling out of
ts16949 will be a challenging task for Gurit. It will, however, be an
important part for the sustained growth into the automotive sector.
Im Automotive-Geschäft setzt Gurit den BranchenQualitätsstandard ts16949 um.

固瑞特汽车领域将完全依照汽车质量管理体
系TS16949的标准制造。

Being Gurit

FROM MAINTENANCE TO POETRY
Gurit (España) sa’s Ruben Martin Diaz is the winner of the 63º
Edition of the Adonais Award of Poetry, one of the most prestigious poetry prizes in Spain. Ruben Martin Diaz, an engineering
and maintenance technician, won the prize for his book «El
minuto interior» – «The Internal Minute». The Award, recognizing the work of young poets under the age of 35, is bestowed
by Ateneo of Madrid and Ediciones Rialp. This editorial house
has now published Ruben’s book in its Adonais Series. Congratulations, Ruben! This is not the first prize Ruben has received,
but probably his most important one. He had already won the

El minuto interior
He prendido las ascuas
y ya me siento a descansar un poco.
Una ligera bruma
ocupa los espacios descuidados
visibles entre encinas,
y sólo el frío,
que desciende del norte,
traspasa las paredes del silencio.
El cielo pinta
un paisaje nublado,
el aire desdibuja los caminos,
la luz flaquea
y estremece las formas.
No obstante,
parece la mañana
un apacible oasis alejado en el tiempo.
Nadie vendrá

National Poetry Award for young poets, granted by Fundación
Siglo Futuro-Caja de Guadalajara, for his first book «Contemplation» in 2008 and the Poetry Award in the Young Artists Contest
of Castilla-La Mancha in 2009.
In Ruben’s own words, poetry is a way of knowledge and «this
is why I write, by necessity, not by choice. Writing poetry
allows me to get everything out, to express my inner feelings.
I have only started to write poetry three years ago and the truth
is I am the first to be really surprised that I should have won the
prize. Yet it surely inspires me to continue with my creative
work because poetry is something extraordinary for me, it is
very important and essential, although most people pay much
more attention to story telling and prose.»

–es enero profundo,
la gente no abandona sus hogares–,
y es mejor que así sea:
quiero pensar a solas
al lado de este fuego que enardece
los instintos del hombre.
Necesito escuchar mi propio pulso
como si fuera mío de verdad,
vivir este minuto prodigioso,
este tiempo interior en la quietud,
donde todo respira a través de mi cuerpo.
Y sospecho un fervor
que fluye de mis manos e ilumina,

Ruben Martin Diaz, ein Mitarbeiter von Gurit
(Spanien) hat einen hochkarätigen Preis für seine
Gedichte gewonnen.

en un lugar remoto de la Tierra,
la vida y sus asuntos.

固瑞特的同事Ruben Martin Diaz赢得了一个在
西班牙诗词领域享有盛誉的奖项。
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GURIT AGENDA 2010
Gurit will showcase its wide range of material packages, solutions
and technologies at a trade show near you.
The Gurit teams look forward to meeting you and introducing you
to the latest in advanced composites at the following shows:
» jec Composites Show, Paris
13 – 15 April 2010
» Aircraft Interiors expo, Hamburg
18 – 20 May 2010
» All Energy 2010 Exhibition and Conference, Aberdeen
19 May 2010
» Wind Power 2010 Conference and Exhibition, Dallas, Texas
23 – 26 May 2010
» Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show,
 	Sanctuary Cove / Australia
20 – 23 May 2010
» Wind Power Asia, Beijing
23 – 25 June 2010
» Husum Wind Energy 2010, Husum
21 – 25 September 2010
» Monaco Yacht Show 2010, Port Hercules
22 – 25 September 2010
» ibex 2010, Louisville / USA
28 – 30 September 2010
» mets 2010, Amsterdam
16 – 18 November 2010

Schaffhauserstrasse 339
CH - 8050 Zürich/Oerlikon
Switzerland
www.gurit.com

